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Abstract: This work undertakes a techno‑economic comparative analysis of the design of photo‑
voltaic panel/wind turbine/electrolyzer‑H2 tank–fuel cell/electrolyzer‑H2 tank (configuration 1) and
photovoltaic panel/wind turbine/battery/electrolyzer‑H2 tank (configuration 2) to supply electricity
to a simulated house and a hydrogen‑powered vehicle on Jeju Island. The aim is to find a system that
will make optimumuse of the excess energy produced by renewable energies to power the hydrogen
vehicle while guaranteeing the reliability and cost‑effectiveness of the entire system. In addition to
evaluating the Loss of Power Supply Probability (LPSP) and the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE),
the search for achieving that objective leads to the evaluation of two new performance indicators:
Loss of Hydrogen Supply Probability (LHSP) and Levelized Cost of Hydrogen (LCOH). After anal‑
ysis, for 0 < LPSP < 1 and 0 < LHSP < 1 used as the constraints in a multi‑objective genetic algorithm,
configuration 1 turns out to be the most efficient loads feeder with an LCOE of 0.3322 USD/kWh, an
LPSP of 0% concerning the simulated house load, an LCOH of 11.5671 USD/kg for a 5 kg hydrogen
storage, and an LHSP of 0.0043% regarding the hydrogen vehicle load.

Keywords: hybrid energy configurations; techno‑economic analysis; hydrogen‑powered vehicle;
excess energy utilization; environmental impact

1. Introduction
The 2022 Conference of the Parties was held in response to the urgent need to limit

the rise of the global temperature to 1.5 ◦C [1]. For this file, it will be necessary to achieve
a carbon‑neutral energy supply by 2050 [2]. Renewable energy sources (wind, solar) are
promising for achieving this goal [3]. Jeju Island, South Korea, is well advanced in this
energy transition, with an installed renewable energy capacity of 66.8% in 2021 [4] and a
target of 100% electricity supply by 2030, as announced by the Jeju Special Self‑Governing
Province in the “CFI 2030 (Carbon Free Island 2030)” policy [5]. Achieving carbon neu‑
trality is not just a question of electricity supply but also concerns other sectors (transport,
industry, etc.). The transport sector, for example, accounts for almost 20% of greenhouse
gas emissions [6]. To address this issue, South Korea, especially Jeju Island, has resorted
to purchasing electric vehicles, with a 4.8% share of EVs among all registered vehicles on
the island in 2022 [7]. Moving towards decarbonizing all end‑consumption sectors using
renewable energy sources alludes to sector coupling [8]. Given their variable nature, using
renewable energy sources to carry out sector coupling efficiently requires energy storage.
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Hydrogen’s high specific energy makes it a valuable energy carrier and an efficient stor‑
agemedium [9]. It favors decarbonizing the individual passenger transport sector through
sector coupling via H2‑powered FCEVs [8].

With this in mind, Park et al. [10] used hydrogen storage to overcome the intermittent
nature of wind and solar power sources. The authors found a Levelized Cost of Hydrogen
of 5.9 USD/kg with a capacity factor of 25% for a case of a 100 MW capacity renewable
energy source coupled with 20 MW hydrogen production and 20 MW grid transmission.
In the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Al‑Buraiki and Al‑Sharafi [11] designed an off‑grid so‑
lar/wind hybrid system, with batteries whose excess production was used to produce hy‑
drogen via water electrolysis to power a hydrogen vehicle. The design was based on an
assessment of the Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE), the Levelized Cost of Hydrogen
(LCOH), the deficiency in hydrogen supply, and the Loss of Hydrogen Supply Probability
(LHSP). The authors found for a fully satisfied demand (LPSP = 0%), a configuration of
18 kW PV, 02 wind turbines, and 14 batteries, with an LCOE of 0.593 USD/kWh, an LCOH
of 36.32USD/kg, and 0%LHSPwith 14 kghydrogen storage. With a net present cost ofUSD
104,756 and a 25% or less renewable energy fraction, Ihm et al. [12] found photovoltaic pan‑
els and energy storage systems to be the optimal configuration for an EV charging station
based on renewable energy generation in Korea. Siyal et al. [13] used HOMER to carry out
an economic analysis of stand‑alone wind‑powered hydrogen refueling stations at three
selected sites in Sweden. They demonstrated that the road transport sector can make huge
revenues by replacing gasoline with indigenous renewable hydrogen. Based on the ex‑
isting literature, Viktorsson et al. [14] evaluated the Levelized Cost of Hydrogen (LCOH)
for a decentralized hydrogen refueling station (HRS) in Halle, Belgium. According to the
authors, if an average electricity cost of 0.04 EUR/kWh could be achieved, there could be
a Levelized Cost of Hydrogen of 10.3 EUR/kg over a lifetime of 20 years. For Gökçek and
Kale [15], using green hydrogen as a transportation fuel is an interesting alternative to
fossil fuels. With this in mind, the authors used HOMER for a techno‑economic analysis
of a hydrogen refueling station powered by wind–photovoltaic–battery and wind–battery
systems on the island of Gökçeada, Turkey. The results showed a minimal Levelized Cost
of Hydrogen (8.92 USD/kg) for the wind–photovoltaic–battery system. According to Al‑
louhi and Rehman [16], the coupling of energy and transport is interesting for the optimal
use of renewable energy sources. With this in mind, they used HOMER grid software
to simulate a grid‑connected photovoltaic/wind/battery hybrid power system to generate
electricity for supermarkets in three cities in Morocco, integrating electric vehicle charg‑
ing stations in their parking areas. Li et al. [17] conducted a techno‑economic comparison
of a stand‑alone hybrid renewable energy system and utilized a grid extension to supply
electrical and hydrogen loads. The results showed that the most economical configura‑
tion, with a net present cost of USD 1.26 M, a cost of energy of 0.162 USD/kWh, and a
cost of hydrogen of 12.5 USD/kg, was more profitable than using a grid extension. While
some publications in the literature deal with modeling hybrid systems, very few concen‑
trate on using excess energy to integrate an electrolyzer‑H2 tank system into the overall
system for transport decarbonization, let alone compare various storage methods within
this entire system. While the global discourse recognizes the pivotal role of renewable
sources such as wind and solar in meeting the energy transition goals, our work signifi‑
cantly advances beyond the conventional. The uniqueness of our approach lies in a metic‑
ulous exploration and comparative analysis of two hybrid renewable energy systems (pho‑
tovoltaic panel/wind turbine/electrolyzer‑H2 tank–fuel cell/electrolyzer‑H2 tank and pho‑
tovoltaic panel/wind turbine/battery/electrolyzer‑H2 tank) tailored for a simulated house
on Jeju Island. This simulation intricately intertwines photovoltaic panels, wind turbines,
an electrolyzer‑H2 tank–fuel cell, and battery systems to not only ensure a sustainable and
resilient electricity supply but also to provide hydrogen for a hydrogen‑powered vehicle
through an electrolyzer‑H2 tank system. This comprehensive integration addresses the
broader spectrum of energy needs, extending beyond mere electricity supply to encom‑
pass the vital transport sector.
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The distinctiveness of our study further emerges through a multi‑faceted evaluation
employing four key performance indicators—Loss of Power Supply Probability (LPSP),
Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE), Loss of Hydrogen Supply Probability (LHSP), and Lev‑
elized Cost of Hydrogen (LCOH). Employing a cutting‑edge multi‑objective genetic algo‑
rithmmethod, we delve into uncharted territories of techno‑economic analysis, seeking to
optimize the delicate balance between renewable energy generation, storage, and end‑use
application. In doing so, our work not only contributes to the ongoing narrative of sector
coupling and decarbonization but also pioneers novel insights into the holistic and efficient
integration of excess energy through advanced storage systems.

Our work emerges as a trailblazer in a research landscape where few studies venture
into the intricate relationship between excess energy, electrolyzer‑H2 tank systems, and
transport decarbonization. By exploring the untapped potential of these intricate connec‑
tions, we propel the discourse forward, offering a paradigm shift in our understanding
of sustainable energy systems. As global efforts intensify to combat climate change, our
study stands as a beacon of innovation, offering a roadmap for communities, regions, and
nations to navigate the complex terrain of renewable energy integration and achieve a sus‑
tainable, carbon‑neutral future.

2. Materials and Methods
In this study, two hybrid renewable energy systems (photovoltaic/wind/hydrogen

and photovoltaic/wind/battery) are modeled for one year (year 2022) to meet two different
demands: the first referring to the loads of a simulated house and the second to the hydro‑
gen load of the house’s vehicle. Excess energy from both hybrid systems is fed into the
hydrogen tanks via the electrolyzer, which the hydrogen vehicle uses when needed.

2.1. Study Location
Thisworkwas carried out on Jeju Island, whose geographical data are 33◦26′34″ north

and 126◦31′16″ east, with an altitude of 333 m. These data provide this location with inter‑
esting meteorological characteristics for renewable installations. Figure 1 shows meteoro‑
logical data for Jeju Island for the year 2022 obtained from the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) website [18]. This figure represents the different weather
patterns on the island, with high temperatures and solar irradiance in summer and low
temperatures in winter. As for wind speeds, they are low during the summer months and
higher at other times of the year.
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Figure 1. Meteorological data of Jeju Island, South Korea [18].

2.2. Load Profile
For this work, the first load is a simulated house comprising lighting and equipment

such as a refrigerator, microwave, television, laptop, phone chargers, blender, water heater,
iron, etc. The functioning of these types of equipment depends on the days of theweek, the
weekend, and the weeks ormonths when there are vacations. The data processing allowed
us to highlight the load profile of the studied house, which is represented in Figure 2 below.
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This figure shows average monthly electricity consumption over one year, with peaks in
July and August.
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Figure 2. Monthly simulated house electricity load profile.

The second load refers to the hydrogen‑powered vehicle owned by the house’s occu‑
pants. The Toyota Mirai contains 5 kg hydrogen storage tanks that store hydrogen at a
pressure of 70 MPa [19]. The average consumption of the vehicle is 0.0076 kg/km, which
means a distance of 658 km for the 5 kg of storage. For this work, it has been assumed
that this distance is covered over seven days, with the following breakdown: 0.375 kg on
Monday, 0.5 kg on Tuesday, 0.7 kg on Wednesday, 0.8 kg on Thursday, 0.9 kg on Friday,
1 kg on Saturday, and 0.725 kg on Sunday. It has been assumed that the owners charge
the vehicle for 10 h daily, i.e., from 09:00 p.m. to 06:00 a.m. Figure 3 shows the vehicle’s
hydrogen demand.
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The modeling of each component of the different configurations is presented below.

2.3.1. Photovoltaic Panel
The power production from the photovoltaic panels in kW can be estimated using the

mathematical model of Equation (1) [20]:

PPV =
8760

∑
t=1

(
PpvrNpvPVdf

)( G(t)
Gbase

)(
1 +KT

((
Tamb(t) +G(t)×

(
NOCT− 20

800

)
× 1000

)
− Tbase

))
(1)

Ppvr is the rated power (kW), Npv is the number of photovoltaic panels, and PVdf is
the photovoltaic panel derating factor. G represents the entire irradiation situation on the
tilted plane (kW/m2), Gbase is the solar irradiance in kW/m2 at standard condition (25 ◦C),
and the full power temperature coefficient is KT = −3.7 × 10−3 ◦C. Tamb represents the
ambient air temperature (◦C), Tbase is the temperature at reference condition (25 ◦C), and
NOCT is the standard operating cell temperature (◦C).

2.3.2. Wind Turbine
The output power of the wind generator in kW is estimated in Equation (2) [20]:

PWT =


NWT × ηW × PWTr ×

8760
∑
t=1

(
V(t)3−V3

ci
V3
r−V3

ci

)
,V ≤ Vr

NWT × ηW × PWTr, Vr ≤ V ≤ Vco
0, Vco ≤ V or V ≤ Vci

(2)

where V is the recorded wind speed at hub height in meters per second (m/s) and may be
calculated using Equation (3).

V(t) = Vref

(
HWT
Hr

)α

(3)

For surfaces with negligible roughness and a wide‑open site, the friction parameter
α is (1/7). HWT is the wind turbine hub height (m), and Hr is the base altitude (m). NWT
is the number of wind turbines, ηW is the wind turbine efficiency, and PWTr is the wind
turbine rated power (kW). Vci is the cut‑in wind speed (m/s), Vco is the wind speed cut‑out
(m/s), Vr is the rated wind speed (m/s), and Vref is the estimated wind speed (m/s).

2.3.3. Battery Energy Storage
The battery bank stores excess energy from renewable resources when their produc‑

tion exceeds the energy demand. This stored energy supplies the load when renewable
energy sources cannot meet the energy demand.

The battery state of charge (SOC) is described below [21]:

SOC(t) = SOC(t− 1).(1 − σBT) +
PBT,ch(t− 1).∆t.ηBT,ch.ηrect

Ebatt,cap
−

PBT,dc(t− 1).∆t
ηinv.ηBT,dc.Ebatt,cap

(4)
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where σBT is the hourly self‑discharge rate of the battery, PBT,ch/dc (in kW) is the battery
charging/discharging power, ηBT,ch/dc is the battery charging/discharging efficiency, ηinv
is the inverter efficiency, and ηrect is the rectifier. The following limits apply to battery
storage [20]:

SOCmin ≤ SOC(t) ≤ SOCmax (5)

SOCmax = NBatt.Ebatt,cap (6)

SOCmin = SOCmax(1 −DOD) (7)

where Ebatt,cap denotes the nominal capacity of the battery bank (kWh), SOCmin denotes
the least permissible storage battery, SOCmax indicates the maximum allowable storage
battery, and NBatt is the number of batteries. DOD is the depth of discharge.

2.3.4. Electrolyzer
The electrolyzer is a device that uses an electrochemical process to produce hydrogen

by breaking up water molecules. The mass of hydrogen in kg/hr stored at any time t taken
in this study, i.e., 1 h, can be expressed by the following equation [22]:

mH2 =
ηELPEL
HHVH2

(8)

PEL is the electrolyzer operating power, ηEL the efficiency of the electrolyzer, and
HHVH2 is the higher heating value of hydrogen, equal to 39.4 kWh/kg.

This study was based on the work of Falama et al. to size the electrolyzer [23]:

PEL.n =
max

{
Psurp

}
ηinv

(9)

Psurp is the excess energy produced by renewable energies.

2.3.5. Fuel Cell
This work uses this equipment to convert stored hydrogen into electricity when re‑

newable energy production is insufficient to meet demand. Fuel cell sizing in this work is
conducted using Equation (10) [23]:

PFC.n =
max{Pdeficit}

ηinv.ηFC
(10)

With Pdeficit, the power load deficit that results from renewable energies not being able
to satisfy the demand, and ηFC, the efficiency of the fuel cell.

2.3.6. Hydrogen (H2) Tank
The compressed hydrogen generated by the EL (often up to 30 bar) is stored in the

hydrogen storage tank as a gaseous storage tank [24]. High‑pressure tanks (equal to 30 bar),
which are how tanks function, store compressed hydrogen under pressure [25].

The level of hydrogen (LOH) in the tank is determined as follows [21]:

LOH(t) = LOH(t− 1) +
PEL(t− 1).∆t.ηEL

EH2

− PFC(t− 1).∆t
ηFC.EH2

(11)

where PEL/FC (kW) is the electrolyzer/fuel cell operating power, ηEL/FC is the efficiency of
the electrolyzer/fuel cell system, and EH2 (kWh) is the rated capacity of the hydrogen tank
(in terms of the energy content).
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As for the hydrogen tank used to fuel the car, its capacity depends on demand, so
each time it is needed, the demand is subtracted from the current capacity. Equation (12)
materializes its hydrogen level [11]:

LOH(t) = LOH(t− 1) +mH2 −H2load(t) (12)

H2load is the hydrogen load.
The following constraints must be respected at each time step:

LOHmin ≤ LOH(t) ≤ LOHmax (13)

LOHmax = NH2 .EH2
(14)

LOHmin denotes the least permissible storage hydrogen, LOHmax represents the max‑
imum allowable storage hydrogen capacity, and NH2 is the number of hydrogen tanks.

2.3.7. Inverter
Inverters are necessary for HRES to achieve energy flow balance between DC and AC

devices. Various design techniques for power converters are used in the literature. In this
proposed study, the peak load techniquewill be employed for converter design, which can
be expressed as [26]:

Pinv =
Ppeak
ηinv

(15)

Ppeak denotes peak load demand.
The techno‑economic parameters used in this study tomodel photovoltaic panels and

wind turbines come from Ma and Javed [26], those for batteries from Kotb et al. [27], and
those for inverters fromGhenai et al. [28]. Hydrogen tank parameters (house load supply),
generic electrolyzer, and proton‑exchange membrane—fuel cell are from Zhang et al. [29],
while the technical and economic parameters for hydrogen tank parameters (hydrogen
vehicle supply) are from the work of Al‑buraiki and Al‑sharafi [11].

2.4. Energy Management Strategy
The energy management approach is highly significant in optimizing the sizing of a

HRES as it assures the system’s reliability while having optimal impacts on the system’s
assessment criteria [30].

The photovoltaic panel/wind turbine/battery/electrolyzer‑H2 tank configuration op‑
erating period is managed as follows:

(a) Excess production is stored in the batteries when renewable energy is sufficient to
supply the house load; mH2 = 0. If the hydrogen tank has not reached its minimum
limit, the level of hydrogen in the tank is calculated; otherwise, the hydrogen loss
supply is estimated. Once the batteries are full, surplus energy is stored in the hydro‑
gen tanks through water electrolysis (the mass flow of hydrogen is then calculated)
until the maximum hydrogen level is reached. If the hydrogen tank is full, mH2 = 0,
the level of hydrogen is calculated whenever the car needs to be refueled.

(b) When the total renewable energy is insufficient to supply the house load, the energy
stored in the batteries provides the load. The system is in deficit once the batteries
have reached their maximum discharge limit. It is, therefore, necessary to calculate
the loss of power supply. Note that there is no excess energy. The electrolyzer is,
therefore, off (mH2 = 0). However, the hydrogen load can be demanded if the mini‑
mum limit of the hydrogen tank is not reached. If it is reached, an estimation of the
hydrogen loss supply is required.

Figure 6 shows the energymanagement system for the configuration described above.
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The energy management system of the photovoltaic panel/wind turbine/electrolyzer‑
H2 tank–fuel cell/electrolyzer‑H2 tank configuration resembles the one described above.
However, in this configuration, the electrolyzer‑H2 tank–fuel cell represents energy stor‑
age for the home supply.

2.5. Optimization Strategy and System Evaluation Criteria
The main objective of this work is to ensure the electricity supply of a house in Jeju Is‑

land with an optimal hybrid renewable energy system found during the techno‑economic
comparison of photovoltaic panel/wind turbine/battery and photovoltaic panel–ectrolyzer‑
H2 tank–fuel cell systems. A storage unit (electrolyzer‑H2 tank) is associated with these
systems to supply the home’s vehicle with hydrogen when needed. To perfect the opti‑
mization of these two systems, the multi‑objective genetic algorithm method was used to
minimize the overall system cost (Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE)) and assure the system
reliability (Loss of Power Supply Probability (LPSP)). Due to the hydrogen load, two new
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criteria were associated with this minimization for evaluation: Loss of Hydrogen Supply
Probability (LHSP) and LevelizedCost of Hydrogen (LCOH).Minimizing these evaluation
criteriameans finding the optimumnumber of each component in the various systems, sub‑
ject to certain constraints. Equation (16) shows the objective function of the photovoltaic
panel/wind turbine/battery/electrolyzer‑H2 tank configuration.

OF = Min(LCOE,LPSP)
Subject to:

Nmin
x ≤ Nx ≤ Nmax

x , x = {PV,WT,BT,H2tank Vehicle feeder} (16)

0 ≤ LPSP ≤ 1%

0 ≤ LHSP ≤ 1%

Nx is the number of components that constitute hybrid renewable energy systems.
LHSP and LCOH are secondary functions of system optimization.

2.5.1. Loss of Power Supply Probability (LPSP)
It is a function designed to assess the system’s reliability. It represents the load per‑

centage that cannot be met throughout the HRES’s operational period. The load is entirely
fulfilled during the system’s operation time if the LPSP value is 0%. Equation (17) provides
the LPSP formulation [31].

LPSP =
∑8760

1 Pdeficit(t)× ∆t
∑8760

1 Pload(t)× ∆t
, ∆t = 1 hour (17)

Pdeficit(t)PV−WT−H2
=

(
(P load(t)− Pren(t)

)
− (LOH(t− 1)− LOHmin))× ηinv (18)

Pdeficit(t)PV−WT−BT =
(
(P load(t)− Pren(t)

)
− (SOC(t− 1)− SOCmin))× ηinv (19)

2.5.2. Loss of Hydrogen Supply Probability (LHSP)
This stands for the reliable supply of hydrogen load. LHSP stands for the percentage

of hydrogen load that has not been met. This is calculated through Equation (20):

LHSP =
∑8760

1 H2loss(t)× ∆t
∑8760

1 H2load(t)× ∆t
, ∆t = 1 hour (20)

H2loss(t)= H2load(t)− (mH2
(t)− LOH(t− 1)− LOHmin

)
(21)

With H2loss, the hydrogen losses per hour for a year.

2.5.3. Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) and Levelized Cost of Hydrogen (LCOH)
The net present cost (NPC) denotes the cost of installing the HRES over the project

lifecycle, which, in this case, is 20 years. The Capacity Recovery Factor (CRF) is used to de‑
termine the present value of money and increase the precision of economic computations;
it aids in calculating the economic functions (LCOE and LCOH) as a function of NPC. The
calculation of these functions is represented by the following equations [32]:

Total costPV−WT−H2 = CPV +CWT +Cinv +CH2(house load) +CEL(house load) +CFC +CH2(H2 load) +CEL(H2 load) (22)

Total costPV−WT−BT = CPV +CWT +CBT +Cinv +CH2(H2 load) +CEL(H2 load) (23)

NPC = Total cost×CRF(a,n) (24)
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CRF(a,n) =
a(1 + a)n

(1 + a)n − 1
(25)

where CPV is the cost of a photovoltaic panel, CWT is the cost of a wind turbine, CBT is the
cost of a battery, Cinv is the cost of an inverter, CH2 is the price of a hydrogen tank, CEL is
the cost of an electrolyzer, and CFC is the cost of a fuel cell. a is the interest rate, and n is
the project’s lifetime.

The cost of each component of the hybrid system can be given as follows:

Ci = Ni × [CapCi + (ReCi +NRi) +OMCi] (26)

i = component of the system (PV, WT, BT, INV, H2 Tank, EL, FC), N = number of each
component, CapC = capital cost of each component, ReC = replacement cost of each com‑
ponent, NR = number of replacements, andOMC = operation andmaintenance cost of each
component.

After calculating the net present cost, the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) is calcu‑
lated as follows [26]:

LCOE =
NPC

∑8760
1 Pload(t)× ∆t

, ∆t = 1 hour (27)

The Levelized Cost of Hydrogen (LCOH) can be calculated as follows [11]:

LCOH =
NPC

∑8760
1 H2load(t)× ∆t

, ∆t = 1 hour (28)

2.5.4. Multi‑Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA)
A framework for genetic algorithms was put out by Ishibuchi [33] for multi‑objective

optimization problems. This work uses the same parameters as Mbouteu et al., who, in
their recent work [34], found that this algorithm performs better with optimal results than
the multi‑objective particle swarm optimization algorithm. Balakrishnan and Geetha [35]
present MOGA as simple to comprehend and supports optimizations with several objec‑
tives. It is an algorithm used for a fast response.

3. Results and Discussion
The optimization process facilitated through MATLAB and a multi‑objective genetic

algorithmdelineated twodistinctive hybrid renewable energy configurations (photovoltaic
panel/wind turbine/electrolyzer‑H2 tank–fuel cell/electrolyzer‑H2 tank and photovoltaic
panel/wind turbine/battery/electrolyzer‑H2 tank) designed to fulfill the dual objectives of
supplying electricity to a simulated house and facilitating the energy requirements of a
hydrogen‑powered vehicle on Jeju Island. The aim is to identify the most efficient system
that optimally utilizes excess energy for hydrogen vehicle charging while ensuring the re‑
liability and cost‑effectiveness of the entire system.

3.1. Photovoltaic Panel/Wind Turbine/Electrolyzer‑H2 Tank–Fuel Cell/Electrolyzer‑H2 Tank
(Configuration 1) Optimization

A multi‑objective genetic algorithm with constraint 0 < LPSP < 1 proposes for opti‑
mally electrifying the simulated house with an annual load of 9.0660 × 103 kWh, 1.59 kW
solar panels, 8 kWwind turbines, and 43.2 kWh hydrogen tanks (the capacity of the hydro‑
gen tank responsible for storage for the house is considered in terms of energy (kWh) [29]).
It also requires a 6 kW electrolyzer, a 6 kW fuel cell, and a 3 kW inverter. This config‑
uration achieved a 0% Loss of Power Supply Probability (LPSP) for the simulated house
load, confirming the complete satisfaction of energy demands. With over 93% of energy
production attributed to wind turbines (3.73× 104 kWh of the total renewable energy pro‑
duction), configuration 1 demonstrated robust performance, validated through a compre‑
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hensive analysis of hourly energy production over 4 days (3456–3551 h), as presented in
Figure 7. The excess energy generated by configuration 1 over the study year, calculated at
3.0763× 104 kWh, was efficiently utilized to run the electrolyzer, recharging the hydrogen
tanks for the hydrogen‑powered vehicle.
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The hydrogen storage operation and mass flow were meticulously analyzed, show‑
casing the dynamic utilization of excess energy for hydrogen charging during periods of
availability. The hydrogen tank will discharge whenever the car needs charging. The elec‑
trolyzer, operating under the constraint presented in Equation (13), allows only 45.63% of
the excess energy to be used, i.e., 1.4035 × 104 kWh. The optimum sizing for a 5 kg hydro‑
gen load spread over one week for one year (8760 h) is five hydrogen tanks (1 kg/tank) and
a 10 kW electrolyzer. However, the annual load of 260 kg was not fully met, with a Loss
of Hydrogen Supply Probability (LHSP) of 0.0043% using Equation (20).

Figure 8 shows, for the same period as Figure 7, the hydrogen tank charging and
discharging system as a function of demand and mass flow. From the beginning of day 1
to more than halfway through day 2, there is no excess energy, so mass flow equals 0. The
hydrogen tanks discharge when there is a demand for meeting the load and remain stable
when there is no demand. When there is excess energy, the electrolyzer is ON, and the
mass flow is calculated, enabling the hydrogen to charge.
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Concerning the economic evaluation of the photovoltaic panel/wind turbine/
electrolyzer‑H2 tank–fuel cell/electrolyzer‑H2 tank configuration, Figure 9 shows the costs
of each system element over the 20‑year project lifetime. The electrolyzer in charge of sup‑
plying hydrogen to the tanks for powering the house vehicle has the system’s highest cost
and the inverter’s lowest. The cost of energy storage (electrolyzer‑H2 tank–fuel cell) is far
greater than the cost of renewable energy sources. These costs resulted in a net present cost
of USD 3.0118 × 103 for a Levelized Cost of Energy of 0.3322 USD/kWh and a Levelized
Cost of Hydrogen of 11.5671 USD/kg.
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3.2. Photovoltaic Panel/Wind Turbine/Battery/Electrolyzer‑H2 Tank (Configuration 2)
Optimization

In total, 2.65 kW solar panels, 12 kW wind turbines, 31.2 kWh batteries, and 3 kW
of inverter constitute the optimal configuration for supplying electricity to the simulated
house, with a constraint of 0 < LPSP < 1. This optimal configuration failed to fully satisfy
the load with an LPSP of 0.2333%. Figure 10 shows the energy status of configuration 2
over 4 days. From about halfway through the second day, a significant amount of excess
energy is noticed, reflected in the total annual excess of 5.6223 × 104 kWh.
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As presented in the evaluation of configuration 1, this excess energy was used to start
the electrolyzer to charge the hydrogen tanks, which will be discharged when the vehi‑
cle is powered. For the hydrogen load (260 kg a year), almost the same excess energy as
in configuration 1 was used to power the electrolyzer, i.e., 1.4037 × 104 kWh, represent‑
ing 25% of the total excess energy. For this load, which is completely satisfied on this
configuration (LHSP = 0%), the optimum sizing is four hydrogen tanks (1 kg/tank) and a
17 kW electrolyzer.

Figure 11 shows, for the same period as Figure 10 (2429–2524 h), the variation in hy‑
drogen storage as a function ofmass flowanddemand. The same operation is applicable as
in configuration 1. However, after more than half of the 2nd day until the end of the 4th, in
Figure 10, there is excess energy, but in Figure 11, at specific periods, mass flow = 0. This is
justified by the fact that the electrolyzer is off (mass flow = 0) if, at time t, adding mass flow
to the hydrogen capacity at time t‑1 exceeds the maximum capacity of the hydrogen tank.

In terms of system cost, the electrolyzer accounts for a significant 58% of the total
system cost due to the very highmaximum excess energy. Figure 12 shows the cost of each
element in the photovoltaic panel/wind turbine/battery/electrolyzer‑H2 tank configuration.
The sum of all these elements provides the net present cost of the system, which is USD
3.0212 × 103, leading to a Levelized Cost of Energy of 0.3332 USD/kWh and a levelized
hydrogen cost of 11.6034 USD/kg.
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3.3. Environmental Impact of the Utilization of Hydrogen Vehicles Compared to the
Gasoline Vehicle

Although the systems evaluated are 100% renewable, they are not zero‑emission [20],
which means that hydrogen‑powered cars from renewable sources emit minimal partic‑
ulate pollutants. Accordingly, Teimouri et al. [36] presented the total particles emitted
per 100 km by gasoline and hydrogen vehicles as 32.964 kg of CO2, 35.012 kg of GHG,
0.097 kg of CO, 0.018 kg of NOx, and 0.007 kg of SOx for gasoline vehicles and 7.953 kg
of CO2, 8.542 kg of GHG, 0.002 kg of CO, 0.003 kg of NOx, and 0.003 kg of SOx for hy‑
drogen vehicles. For this work, it was assumed that the vehicle travels 658 km per week,
equivalent to 34,216 km per year. If the home users had had a gasoline vehicle, partic‑
ulate emissions would be of the order of (((32.964 + 35.012 + 0.097 + 0.018 + 0.007)/100)
* 34,216) = 23,300.41168 kg compared with 5646.66648 kg of particulate emissions for the
hydrogen vehicle. Using a hydrogen vehicle compared with a gasoline vehicle results in
an annual reduction in particulate pollutants of 17,653.75 kg.

3.4. Results Validation
The use of MATLAB R2023b and a multi‑objective genetic algorithm to optimize the

configurations reflects a robust and widely accepted approach in the field. The systematic
optimization process enhances the credibility of the results, ensuring that the proposed
configurations are finely tuned for efficiency.

The economic evaluations of configurations 1 and 2 align closely with the reported
results in the existing literature, providing a consistent benchmark for validation. The
achieved metrics, including the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) and Levelized Cost of
Hydrogen (LCOH), fall within the optimal values reported by prior studies. This consis‑
tency reinforces the study’s reliability and relevance within the broader context of renew‑
able energy research.

The focus on Jeju Island as a real‑world case study lends practicality and applicability
to the study’s findings. Jeju Island’s ambitious renewable energy targets and existing in‑
frastructure make it an ideal testing ground, providing a tangible context for the proposed
hybrid renewable energy systems.
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The study’s acknowledgment of the environmental impact, even in 100% renewable
systems, adds a layer of realism. The quantification of the annual reduction in particu‑
late pollutants through the adoption of hydrogen‑powered vehicles, compared to gasoline
vehicles, further substantiates the eco‑friendly aspects of the proposed systems.

The breakdown of costs over the 20‑year project lifetime for configurations 1 and 2,
with a detailed analysis of each system element, contributes to the study’s transparency
and allows for a nuanced economic evaluation. The proportional cost distribution aligns
with our expectations, with the electrolyzer identified as the highest‑cost component, em‑
phasizing its critical role in the overall system.

As the introduction underscores, this study’s alignment with global climate goals
adds a layer to its validation. The proposed configurations directly address the urgent
need for carbon‑neutral energy solutions, particularly in the context of theworldwide com‑
mitment to limit rising temperatures.

The validation of the study’s outcomes is multifaceted, encompassing a robust opti‑
mization methodology, consistency with the existing literature, real‑world applicability
on Jeju Island, a comprehensive assessment of environmental impact, detailed economic
distribution analysis, and alignment with global climate goals. These factors collectively
bolster the credibility of the study’s findings, positioning it as a valuable contribution to
the discourse on renewable energy optimization and sustainable solutions.

4. Conclusions
In alignment with South Korea’s commitment to achieving carbon neutrality, this

study intricately examined and compared the techno‑economic optimization of two hybrid
renewable energy systems. Specifically designed to power a residence equippedwith a hy‑
drogen vehicle, the systems under scrutiny are photovoltaic panel/wind turbine/electrolyzer‑
H2 tank–fuel cell/electrolyzer‑H2 tank (configuration 1) and photovoltaic panel/wind
turbine/battery/electrolyzer‑H2 tank (configuration 2). For 0 < LPSP < 1 and 0 < LHSP < 1
used as the constraints in a multi‑objective genetic algorithm method, configuration
1 emerges as the most efficient for supplying electricity to a simulated house and pow‑
ering a hydrogen vehicle on Jeju Island. Configuration 2 presents an alternative but with a
slightly higher Loss of Power Supply Probability (LPSP). Configuration 1 demonstrates ro‑
bust energy production, with over 93% fromwind turbines, capitalizing on Jeju Island’s fa‑
vorable wind potential. The excess energy generated is effectively harnessed to charge hy‑
drogen tanks for the hydrogen vehicle. Both configurations undergo a detailed economic
assessment. Configuration 1 exhibits a net present cost of USD 3.0118 × 103, a Levelized
Cost of Energy (LCOE) of 0.3322 USD/kWh, and a Levelized Cost of Hydrogen (LCOH)
of 11.5671 USD/kg. Configuration 2, although slightly less efficient, maintains competitive
economic metrics with a net present cost of USD 3.0212 × 103, LCOE of 0.3332 USD/kWh,
and LCOH of 11.6034 USD/kg. While the systems are 100% renewable, they are not zero‑
emission. This study highlights the minimal pollutant emissions from hydrogen‑powered
vehicles compared to gasoline vehicles, contributing to a substantial annual reduction in
particulate pollutants of 17,653.75 kg. Configuration 1, emphasizing electrolyzer‑H2 tank–
fuel cell storage technology, proves to be the more efficient and cost‑effective solution,
achieving a 0% LPSP for the simulated house and demonstrating a judicious use of excess
energy for hydrogen vehicle charging. Configuration 2, integrating batteries, offers a vi‑
able alternative with competitive economic metrics. Crucially contributing to Jeju Island’s
Carbon‑Free Island 2030 initiative, this study lays the groundwork for future investiga‑
tions. Acknowledging its current limitations, such as the absence of experimental valida‑
tion and higher costs compared to Jeju Island’s current expenditure, the study sets the
stage for forthcoming research. Future endeavors will delve into the experimental feasibil‑
ity of these configurations and propose a resilient energy management system to enhance
both cost efficiency and reliability. This ongoing pursuit promises to refine and elevate the
practical applicability of the proposed renewable energy solutions for a sustainable and
carbon‑neutral future on Jeju Island.
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